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ABSTRACT

The studies on underground forums and marketplaces have significantly advanced our understandings of cybercrime workflows and underground economies. Researchers of underground economies have conducted comprehensive studies on public interactions. However, little research focuses on private interactions. The lack of the investigation on private interactions may cause misunderstandings on underground economies, as users in underground forums and marketplaces tend to share the minimal amount of information in public interactions and resort to private messages for follow-up conversations.

In this paper, we propose methods to investigate the underground private interactions and we analyze a recently leaked dataset from Nulled.io. We present analyses on the contents and purposes of private messages. In addition, we design machine learning-based models that only use the publicly available information to detect if two underground users privately communicate with each other. Finally, we perform adversarial analysis to evaluate the robustness of the detector to different types of attacks.
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- Security and privacy → Social network security and privacy;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Underground forums and marketplaces have been the rendezvous sites for cybercriminals of all kinds to exchange information and sell illegal products and services. Given the important roles these sites play in the cybercrime ecosystem, a considerable amount of research effort has been invested in studying the organizational structures of their users [2, 46, 49], their social dynamics, such as how users gain and lose trust [1, 35], the goods and services sold [13, 17, 44, 47], and how such sites assist specific forms of cybercrimes [21, 43]. These studies have significantly advanced our understandings of the underground economies and have guided law enforcement agencies and affected businesses in how to respond to cybercrimes [44].

Nevertheless, the research community has only been looking at the tip of the iceberg of underground forums and marketplaces in that we have only investigated posts and threads that are publicly available to all registered users or even anyone on Internet. However, due to the nature of underground forums and marketplaces, their users tend to share a very small amount of information in public interactions and resort to private messages for follow-up conversations. Hence, analyzing private messages can disclose a wealth of information, such as the illicit financial flow, narrowing down the suspects who commit the crime, etc., while our community is not even aware of what sort of information we could glean from private messages.

In this paper, we investigate private messages in underground forums by analyzing the leaked dataset of Nulled.io. Nulled.io is a popular underground forum where users discuss hacking, exploits, monetization methods, etc. The released forum dataset includes public and private messages from Jan 14, 2015 to May 6, 2016, which makes it an excellent sample for comparing the similarities and differences between public and private interactions.

To study the private messages of Nulled.io, we develop a semi-automatic approach to categorize private messages into content and purpose categories, to compare how private messages are different from public posts. We present the artifacts discovered via our analysis of private messages, such as the payment methods, contact information, etc. Our analyses show that the content and purpose distributions in private messages are different from their public counterparts and that there is much more sensitive information, such as the users’ contact information and Bitcoin addresses in private messages than in public posts. In the meantime, private exchanged information is not always undisclosed in public.
In addition, we analyze who are more likely to be contacted in private messages by studying public interactions of recipients, users who receive the initial message in a private thread, to understand how they behave differently from other users. We compare public and private interactions of recipients to study the relationships between their public and private activities. Also, we analyze different types of public posting methods, such as creating a post and replying to a post, and study which type of posting method is more likely to attract private interactions.

We also design various machine learning-based approaches to detect private interactions in underground forums based solely on public information. In essence, our approach uses publicly available information to uncover hidden connections between users. The evaluation results indicate that our approach effectively detects private interactions with 94% accuracy. Additionally, we perform adversarial analysis to evaluate the robustness of the detector to different types of attacks. Our analyses indicate that our detector has a considerable effective robustness to multiple types of evasion attacks. Also, our evaluations indicate that poisoning attacks performed by the administrators cannot prevent the private interactions from the detector effectively.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- We analyze private messages in the underground forum in terms of different types of discussed content and purpose to compare how private messages are different from public posts. Also, we manually analyze the most popular artifacts in private messages.
- We study the public activities of private message recipients to understand how they behave differently from general users. Also, we analyze the relationship between public and private interactions of private message recipients.
- By considering the characteristics of underground forums and leveraging findings from previous studies and carefully selected features, we can effectively detect private interactions from public information.
- We present an adversarial analysis against our detector to understand the robustness of our detection algorithm.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND DATA OVERVIEW

There are many studies on analyzing user interactions in public social networks [7, 8, 26, 31], most of which focus on public interactions that can be accessed by anyone, such as likes, reposts, shares, replies or tagging pictures. Similar public interactions are also utilized to analyze the social dynamics of underground forum users [33, 46, 49]. However, private messages on underground forums have been largely overlooked. In this section, we present a motivating example that sheds light on what may be discovered in private messages. We also discuss the dataset that is used in this paper and how we preprocess the raw data.

2.1 Motivating Example

As a motivating example, as shown in Figure 1, a vendor of Nulled.io tries to sell cracked accounts in a public post. However, the public post does not include any detailed information that is needed to finish a transaction, such as the payment or delivery methods. In contrast, corresponding private messages from the same vendor is shown in Figure 2, and these message comprise much more detailed information. To anonymize users’ identities, we use “Buyer” and “Vendor” to represent their user IDs in the forum. We also use “BTCADDRESS,” “USERNAME,” and “PASSWORD” to represent the vendor’s Bitcoin address and the cracked account login credentials.

The private messages in Figure 2 show that a user contacts the vendor to buy a cracked account of HideMyAss, which is a VPN service provider and its original service price is $11.99/month. Besides the advertised price ($5/account), the vendor offers a deal ($12 for 3 accounts) to the buyer as well. Also, the vendor’s Bitcoin address is disclosed in the private messages. As the vendor asks the buyer to vouch for the transaction on the public post, we find the buyer leaves “Bought from him, all was great :) Account is working” in the original public thread. Therefore, private messages can reveal much useful information undisclosed in public posts. In the meantime, as shown in Figure 2, private interactions is a crucial step to fulfill the trading in the underground forums. Hence, detecting private interaction can help disclose hidden connections between users, and potentially reveal the goods trading flow.

2.2 Data Overview and Preprocessing

In this paper, we use a dataset from Nulled.io, a very popular hacker forum where users mainly discuss hacking, exploits, and monetization methods. We do not claim this forum represents all underground forums, but it can provide insights into user activities in underground forums. We obtained this dataset from an unknown third party who made it publicly available. Ethically, we do not attempt to identify users in our analyses, and use expressive words to represent corresponding sensitive information, such as “Vendor” and “BTCADDRESS” shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 to represent seller’s user ID and Bitcoin address. Moreover, using leaked and
publicly available datasets is an acceptable practice in the study of the underground ecosystem [2, 35]. This dataset has a wealth of information. In particular, it has 599,085 member profiles, including email address, the date of joining the forum, IP address, membership, etc. It has 3,495,596 public posts from Jan 14, 2015, to May 6, 2016, which belong to 121,499 different public post threads. There are also 673,157 user login logs, which contain access time, user ID, and location.

In addition, this dataset has 800,593 private messages, which belong to 404,355 private message threads. These messages have contents, sending time, sender ID, receiver ID, etc. Our preliminary analysis shows that 70.9% of these threads are started by the system or moderators to welcome a new user or to send warning notifications. We exclude those threads from further analysis. As a result, there are 512,227 private messages that belong to 117,708 private message threads and 43,518 user pairs who had private interactions.

To preprocess text data, we retrieved the raw data of public and private messages directly from the forum’s database. We used an HTML parser (Beautiful Soup) to remove all these tags. Next, we used a sentence splitter from NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) to divide the text content into sentences. We also used lemmatizers in NLTK to reduce inflectional forms to a common base form. For example, after this step, “took,” “taken,” and “takes” will be changed to “take”. We also removed all the stop words in the NLTK stop word list from the raw data and punctuation marks from the messages.

3 PRIVATE AND PUBLIC MESSAGE ANALYSIS

In this section, we study the private and public messages from the dumped database for the website Nulled.io. Our goals are: (1) to understand what users discuss in private messages, (2) why users use private messages, and (3) how private message discussions are different from public interactions.

3.1 Content and Purpose

We first investigate the difference between public and private threads in terms of the content and purpose of the communication. Content is the topic the thread is discussing, and purpose is the high-level goal of the thread.

The challenge inherent in answering this question is to recognize the content and purpose for a large number of messages from the database. To solve this challenge, we apply an approach for text topic classification [19, 37]. Specifically, we first explore contents and purposes by manually labeling a subset of the data, and we train a machine learning model to label messages with contents and purposes. To create the manually labeled data, we randomly select 1,000 public and 1,000 private threads from the dump dataset. We then used support vector machines (SVM) for training. To preserve ordering information, we extracted 1-gram, 2-gram, and 3-gram sequences from each thread. We ignored all sequences that appeared in more than 80% of the threads to remove the most frequent ones (as these are used in so many disparate threads and would provide very limited information on the content and purpose). As a result, each thread was represented as a 66,959-dimensional term frequency-inverse document frequency feature vector. We randomly selected 20% of the labeled threads and utilized grid search and five-fold cross-validation to tune the SVM model parameters. We trained separate classifiers for the purpose and content categories. With the optimized parameters, our SVM classifiers have around 0.84 F1 scores on the labeled dataset. In the end, we used the SVM classifiers with tuned parameters to classify all public and private threads.

The content and purposes are shown in Table 1. If we cannot label a thread based on the text content, such as a thread with the untranslatable language content, then the interaction purpose and content of this thread will be labeled as N/A. We categorize contents to four general classes: monetization (e.g., introducing approaches to making money or transferring the money), stolen credential (e.g., stolen account credentials, cracked account credentials, or compromised data), hacking-related (e.g., hacking services, hacking technique support, and hacking tutorials) and other. We also categorize purposes to the following four general classes: trading (e.g., selling and buying), sharing (e.g., giving away materials or things for free), supporting (e.g., seeking or providing help) and other.

Table 1 shows the content and purpose statistics in public and private threads. In terms of content, we find hacking, miscellany, and monetization are mentioned more frequently in public than in private, whereas stolen credential is mentioned more frequently in private than in public. This is likely because stolen credential is more valuable, and people would prefer to keep it private. However, monetization is also valuable, yet monetization is discussed less in private than in public. Our manual analysis indicates one possible reason of such change is that many of the posters of monetization threads request users to contact them through third-party messengers, such as Skype, or directly access their shopping websites.

In terms of purpose, we notice that more public threads aim to share information while more private threads aim to trade, support, greet, or argue, which is aligned with previous findings [39]. Moreover, we find that public sharing is associated with private trading: 96.6% of users who engage in trading public threads also have sharing public interaction purposes. We believe that this is because a user who publicly shares goods implies that they have more goods, and buyers tend to privately contact the original poster for questions and trading. In a sense, this is a form of advertising. For example, one user often shares many login credentials of cracked game accounts in his/her public posts. Many users privately contact
the sharer for trading, such as “Hey i’d like to buy a lvl 30, i hope it would be possible for me to change the email as well.”

3.2 Artifacts

Based on the content labeling model in Section 3.1, we analyze the popular artifacts in public and private threads. We study login credentials, proxies, contact methods (e.g., email and Skype), and payment methods, and we have the following observations:

Most users constantly keep their personal contacts either in public or in private. For example, among all the email contacts found in private threads, only 1.9% of the email contacts appear in both public and private threads. Also, users tend to keep their Skype ID secret until the end of the trading. We notice that only 41.1% of Skype-mentioned private threads include Skype IDs. The analysis shows that many users who engage in Skype-mentioned private threads cannot reach initial deals before exchanging Skype IDs or they prefer to use the built-in private messaging function of the forum.

In addition, we notice that privately exchanged goods are also disclosed in public. For example, only 64.2% and 40.2% of privately exchanged credentials and proxies, which are most frequently exchanged in public, are never discussed in public.

Forum administrators also host multiple payment accounts. Those accounts are used to collect the administrative fee such as account upgrading and tested products purchasing. We found 7 payment accounts, and 6 of them are found from private threads. This implies that one should establish private interaction with the administrators to investigate the financial status of the underground forum.

Previous research has conducted per-user analysis, based on the fact that duplicated users are typically not allowed in the underground forum. However, we observe that 37 out of 1,165 PayPal accounts are used by multiple users, which implies that duplicated users exist in the underground forum. Our manual analysis indicates that these forum accounts likely to belong to the same person, because these users are performing the same business, clearly leaving the same private contact information, such as Skype IDs. Also, we notice that these users, who have multiple accounts linked by the same PayPal account, have used precautions to avoid being identified by the forum’s Duplicated-Account detection system: they use different IP addresses when logging into their different user accounts. They also take care to use email addresses and usernames that are very different from their other accounts. Additionally, we notice that nearly 86% of such multiple-linked accounts are identified from the private threads, therefore demonstrating the importance of private messages to understanding an underground marketplace.

3.3 Private Message Recipients Behavior

A private message recipient is a user that is initially contacted in a private thread. As private messages can contain more security-sensitive contents and purposes, studying private message recipients will help us understand how private interactions are initiated. In this subsection, we study two questions:

- What is the difference in the public activities of private message recipients and other users? Specifically, what is the difference in public security messages, posts, and replies, and private security posts and replies?
- How do private message recipients behave in public as compared to in private?

To answer these questions, we take advantage of messages with content and purpose labels (§ 3.1). We divide the messages into two groups by whether its author is a private message recipient or not. For each group, we calculate the proportion of users involved in the messages with different content and different purposes. In our dataset, there are 43,518 user pairs who have private interactions, and 16,997 users are recipients. The statistic results of this analysis are shown in Table 2.

### Table 2: Number of Recipients in Different Public and Private Interaction Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th># Users in Public</th>
<th># Recipients in Public</th>
<th># Recipients in Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monetization (a)</td>
<td>25,448 (4.2%)</td>
<td>6,524 (35.4%)</td>
<td>26 (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stolen Credential (b)</td>
<td>91,645 (15.6%)</td>
<td>13,571 (79.8%)</td>
<td>6,817 (40.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hacking-related (c)</td>
<td>279,148 (46.6%)</td>
<td>16,481 (97.0%)</td>
<td>7,221 (42.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a ∧ b</td>
<td>10,679 (1.8%)</td>
<td>6,222 (36.8%)</td>
<td>22 (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a ∧ c</td>
<td>24,509 (4.1%)</td>
<td>6,488 (38.2%)</td>
<td>23 (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b ∧ c</td>
<td>81,824 (13.7%)</td>
<td>13,387 (78.8%)</td>
<td>5,096 (30.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a ∧ b ∧ c</td>
<td>18,463 (3.1%)</td>
<td>6,203 (36.5%)</td>
<td>21 (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>297,310</td>
<td>16,731</td>
<td>9,530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Purpose**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th># Users in Public</th>
<th># Recipients in Public</th>
<th># Recipients in Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trading (d)</td>
<td>32,988 (5.5%)</td>
<td>9,823 (57.8%)</td>
<td>6,983 (41.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing (e)</td>
<td>288,403 (48.1%)</td>
<td>16,561 (97.1%)</td>
<td>541 (3.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting (f)</td>
<td>92,091 (15.4%)</td>
<td>14,224 (83.7%)</td>
<td>8,151 (48.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a ∧ e</td>
<td>31,867 (5.3%)</td>
<td>9,697 (57.1%)</td>
<td>471 (2.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b ∧ e</td>
<td>24,021 (4.0%)</td>
<td>8,946 (52.6%)</td>
<td>5,629 (33.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c ∧ e</td>
<td>84,121 (14.0%)</td>
<td>13,571 (79.8%)</td>
<td>495 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d ∧ e ∧ f</td>
<td>23,837 (4.1%)</td>
<td>8,916 (52.5%)</td>
<td>450 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>297,310</td>
<td>16,731</td>
<td>9,530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What is the difference in the public activities of private message recipients and other users?** We study the differences in three different aspects: (1) security messages, (2) content-specific and purpose-specific messages, and (3) posts and replies. Security messages are messages with security-related content or purposes. As we stated in Table 1, in this paper we consider monetization, stolen credential, and hacking as security-related contents, and we consider trading, sharing, and supporting as security-related purposes. Content-specific and purpose-specific messages are labeled with one or multiple content or purposes from the above categories. Posts and replies are two types of messages in public thread. Posts are the messages initializing new threads, while replies are messages posted as follow-ups to existing threads.

- **Security messages**. Column # Recipients in Public and column # Users in Public shows the difference of public activities between private message recipients and other users. Private message recipients are more involved in security-related messages. For example, 98.1% of the private message recipients have discussed monetization, stolen credential, or hacking-related topics, whereas 48.6% of the other users have discussed this content. This difference also implies that users involved in more security-related activities will be more likely to be contacted privately.

- **Content-specific and purpose-specific messages**. In particular, we study the difference in posts and replies with specific contents and purposes. Table 2 shows the number of unique private message recipients that post/reply a message in a specific topic or purpose, as well as the number of unique recipients.
that are contacted for the same topic and purpose. For stolen credential, hacking, trading, and supporting, more than 50% of the recipients are contacted with the same content/purpose after posting. However, for monetization and sharing, few recipients are contacted after posting.

- **Posts and replies.** We compare the total number of the unique authors to that of unique private message recipients, as shown in Table 3. Based on these results, we observe that a majority of post authors are also private message recipients. For example, 906 out of 1,296 (69.9%) authors that post monetization messages become recipients. However, many fewer authors are contacted due to their replies. Among 24,152 unique authors that reply to monetization messages, only 5,618 (23.2%) are recipients that are privately contacted by other users. This implies that to attract the other users for private interaction, one should post security messages rather than reply to existing threads.

In addition, we notice from Table 3 that there are more repliers than posters in all the categories. Our results show that most of posters never reply in his/her created thread, which indicates that repliers cannot receive any help from posters by replying to their posts. Especially, many initial posts explicitly request users to privately contact the post’s creator. Because of this results, we are interested in the reasons for publicly replying to posts. Our manual analysis indicates one possible reason: poster’s attempts to have a lower leecher value. Because many users attempt to take advantage of the underground forum resources without making contributions, the underground forum assigns a leecher value to each user, which is used to quantify a user’s contribution, where a lower value is better. This value is rated by the system automatically based on various metrics, such as the number of threads a user created, the number of replies a user obtained, etc. If a user has a high leecher value, then many of his/her activities will be restricted, such as private message limits, being unable to access particular types of post, etc. To lower the leecher value, a user needs his/her posts to have more replies, which imply that more users are interested in his/her posts. Therefore, most of the posters use a feature of the forum to hide essential content from the post, and this content is only revealed when other users reply to the post. This also explains why the text content of most of the replies are meaningless, such as “thx”, “ty”.

**How do private message recipients behave in public as compared to in private?** Column # Recipients in Public and column # Recipients in Private show the difference of private message recipients’ activities between public messages and private messages. Interestingly, we find that private message recipients discuss less about security in private than in public. While 98.5% of the recipients message publicly for trading, sharing, and supporting, only 56.1% of them message privately with similar purposes. Instead, these recipients use private threads for other purposes, such as to argue for reviews in public threads.

Posting is more likely than replying in having similar content or purpose in both public and private interactions. As shown in Table 4, column # Recipient-posterin Public and column # Recipient-posterin Both Public and Private shows the difference of private message recipient-posters’ activities between public and private messages. In general, 6,807 out of 10,205 (66.7%) recipient-posters have similar security related content in both public and private, while it is only 32.5% for recipient-repliers.

### 4 DETECTING PRIVATE INTERACTIONS IN UNDERGROUND FORUMS

In this section, we study the detection of private interactions by using two users’ publicly available information in underground forums. Because users trade illicit goods or services through private interactions, detection of these private interactions helps to identify illegal activities, trace goods flows, and disclose hidden connections.

#### 4.1 Approach Overview

We apply machine learning methods to detect private interactions. We first train machine learning models with constructed user pair instances. Then, we apply the trained models on the testing data and evaluate based on precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy.

**Data Selection.** In the Null.io dataset, there are much more user pairs that do not have private interactions than those who have. For all of the 599,085 users, only 43,518 user pairs ever have private interactions. We randomly sample user pairs of non-private interaction to avoid the common problems of an imbalanced dataset, such as the bias towards the majority class [10]. Also, we
adopt data pruning and cross-field validation in sub-sampling five times to train each classifier.

**Feature Extraction.** Based on our observations (described in previous sections), we synthesize three categories of features for the private interaction detection: (1) features from a user’s profile, (2) features from a user’s public activities, and (3) features from a user pair, as shown in Table 5. The features are from publicly available and objective information of a user pair. We choose these features under the following considerations. First, as users try to hide their real identities in the underground forum, they may provide fake or incomplete information. Second, unlike public social networks, underground forums only need users to provide a small amount of profile information, and much of the information is hidden from the public. Also, only a small percentage of users have private interactions, and users typically have a different focus when privately interaction compared to their public interactions.

**Training.** We use Naive Bayesian (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), AdaBoost, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and Random Forest (RF) to detect private interactions in the underground forum. Table 6 shows the best performance configurations of each classifier.

### 4.2 Testing Results

**4.2.1 Detection Performance of Private Interactions of Overall Users.** We used five-fold cross-validation in our experiments, and all features were normalized. Table 7 shows the detection performance of each classifier. The precision is the fraction of correctly identified private interaction instances among all of the detected private interaction instances. The recall indicates the percentage of private interaction instances are correctly identified. The F1 score is used to measure the overall performance while considering both the precision and recall.

As shown in Table 7, the algorithms can effectively detect private interactions. Most of the algorithms can achieve higher than 0.85 in precision and 0.92 in the recall. In particular, ensemble algorithms, AdaBoost, and RF, and the neural network algorithm, MLP, have the highest F1 score. In the meantime, MLP has the best performance on precision. Additionally, RF outperforms other algorithms on overall accuracy and recall. As AdaBoost, MLP, and RF have at least one of the best measurement performances, we focus on these three algorithms in the rest of the paper.

Figure 3 depicts the ROC curves of detecting private interactions by using the three algorithms. In general, all of the algorithms have a high true positive rate (TPR) and low false positive rate (FPR). In particular, RF and MLP outperform Adaboost. Additionally, we observe that, with 10% FPR, MLP can achieve more than 95.5% TPR and RF has less than 4% false negative rate (FNR).

**4.2.2 Detection Performance of Private Interactions of Publicly Active Users.** As shown in Figure 4, the top 10% of privately active users engage in 80% of the total private interactions, and users who are in the top 10% publicy active engage in nearly 90% of total private interactions. To detect private interactions of top publicly active users, we constructed multiple experimental subsets from the dataset containing private interaction user pairs that consisted of users who were top n of publicly active (where n is set to 5%, 10%, and 15%). We used the same number of user pairs of non-private interactions and user pairs with private interactions to form balanced subsets.

Table 8 shows the detection performance results using AdaBoost, MLP, and RF. “PI Coverage” in Table 8 indicates the percentage of private interactions involving the users who are in the top n% of publicly active users. Note that 79.2% of private interactions attribute to the top 5% of publicly active users. As clearly shown in Table 8, the classifiers have better performance in detecting private interactions for the top n% of publicly active users.

Figure 5 shows the ROC curves of detecting private interactions of users pairs that contain the top 5% of publicly active users. Different from overall detection performance, Adaboost has a better performance than MLP. Moreover, the algorithms have a higher TPR in Figure 5 than in Figure 3 at the same FPR.

### 5 ADVERSARIAL ANALYSIS

In Section 4, we show that our approach can effectively detect private interactions in the underground forum. In this section, we perform adversarial attacks analysis to evaluate the robustness of our detection technique.

Because many users prefer to discuss and exchange illicit detailed information in private, in order to escape detections they may intentionally change their public behaviors in the underground forums. Also, to maintain the underground forums normal operations, to protect and attract users, administrators of underground forums could perform actions to prevent their users’ private interactions from being detected. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the robustness of our detector in different adversarial scenarios. Because the adversarial attack purpose is to escape the detection, we only consider users pairs who have private interactions and measure the accuracy of successfully detected private interaction given different adversarial attack scenarios.

In this section, we analyze two scenarios: (1) The *evasion attack*, where users in underground forums adjust their behaviors and hide in other users to escape detection, and (2) The *poisoning attack*, where administrators of underground forums generate fake avatars and manipulate their activities to poison the data to prevent their users’ private interactions from being detected.

#### 5.1 Evasion Attack

Evasion attacks refer to adversaries in underground forums that adjust their behaviors to hide in the crowd to escape detection. By analyzing the features we used in the detector, we notice that some of them can be modified if adversaries intentionally change their behaviors in the underground forum. We have marked each feature as changeable, unchangeable, or partial changeable in Table 5. *Membership* and *Banned* are partially changeable features because their statuses are not fully controlled by the users. For example, a user can change his/her behaviors in the underground forum to be banned, but recover his unbanned status from banned is decided by the administrators. Also, *Leecher* in the Reputation can be changed by adversaries depending on how much the contribution the user makes to the underground forum. However, Reputation and Like are rated by other people that are not controlled by the adversary.
In the evasion attack, we focus on two main situations: adversaries modify their changeable features without a strategy and with a strategy. We leave as future work the more delicate adversarial machine learning schemes on our model, as well as the assessment of the robustness of the detector against more sophisticated data evasion attacks.

### Table 5: Features Used in the Detector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership[^P]</td>
<td>To create a generic approach, we categorize memberships into five classes: (1) Basic membership, such as Member, (2) Upgraded membership, such as Royal, (3) Limited membership, such as Banned, (4) Fee-based membership, such as VIP, (5) Staff, such as Administrator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JointDate[^P]</td>
<td>The time of joining the forum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastVisit[^P]</td>
<td>The time of the last visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views[^P]</td>
<td>The number of views on the user’s profile. A user’s profile includes user’s basic information, reputation values, and activity history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation[^P]</td>
<td>Many forums use multiple types of reputation values to show a user’s contributions, honors, and trustworthiness. For example, the Nulled.so forum uses three such values, which are: leecher, like, and reputation, to indicate the user’s contributions, honors, and trustworthiness, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banned[^P]</td>
<td>A user’s status. This is used to show if a user’s account is banned in the forum. When a user violates the forum policy, such as creating duplicated accounts and spamming, then the staff members may ban his/her account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pools[^P]</td>
<td>The number of a user’s public posts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads[^P]</td>
<td>The number of public threads a user engages in. This feature shows a user’s public activities on different public threads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics[^P]</td>
<td>The number of public threads initiated by a user. This feature indicates how often a user opens new public post topics in an underground forum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThreadViews[^P]</td>
<td>The number of views on a user’s public threads. This feature indicates the popularity of a user’s public threads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subforums[^P]</td>
<td>The number of subforums a user is involved in. The underground forum has several subforums for different themes, and the post threads must be published in the corresponding subforum. This feature indicates the number of general themes a user is interested in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends[^P]</td>
<td>The number of users who publicly interact with the user. This feature shows the degree centrality of a user in an underground forum network, which is formed by users’ public interactions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^P]: Changeable Feature  
[^D]: Partial Changeable Feature  
[^U]: Unchangeable Feature

---

### Table 6: Classifier Configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>alpha = 0.001; fit_pseudo = “True”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>C = 100; solver = “liblinear”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>kernel = “RBF”, C = 100; gamma = 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>“ball_tree”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>“SAMME.R”, learning_rate = 0.5, n_estimators = 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>activation = “logistic”; solver = “adam”; learning_rate = “adaptive”; hidden_layer_sizes = (100,)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Detection Performance in the Underground Forum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.1.1 Non-strategic Attack

In the non-strategic attack, adversaries do not know what features are used in the detector, and they attempt to assign random values to all changeable features by adjusting their activities. In this situation, we consider two kinds of attacks: (1) single-user attack, where one user does not want his/her private interactions to be detected, and (2) two-user attack, where two users try to prevent their private interactions from being detected. **Single-user Non-strategic Attack.** In this attack, the adversary does not consider a specific private contact user, so this user only...
Table 8: Detection Performance of User Pairs Containing Top n% of Publicly Active Users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top N</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>AdaBoost</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>F1 Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>77.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two-user Non-strategic Attack. In this attack, two adversaries have clear private contact targets and try to avoid detection of their private interactions. Therefore, there are three methods to perform this attack: (1) both adversaries change their changeable features in their profiles and activities, and keep the interaction features the same, (2) both adversaries modify their changeable features, and (3) both adversaries only modify their changeable interaction features. To simulate this attack, we randomize the value within a reasonable scope by sampling from a subset of users. Note that interaction features and their corresponding activity features have a relationship that constrains the randomly generated values—e.g., in the first method of this attack, as CommonTopics value is not changed, both adversaries’ new Topics values should be between CommonTopics and maximum Topics value of a subset of users.

Figure 7 shows the detector performance on the two-user non-strategic attack with different methods by sampling different percentage of users. As shown in Figure 7, the detector is robust against the two-user non-strategic attack, with more than 80% accuracy in general. Also, RF outperforms other algorithms in all methods; modifying the interaction feature values can impact the RF performance. Additionally, in the two-user attack, adversaries only need to consider 10% of users’ information to obtain their considerable evasion rate.

In summary: the detector is robust to the non-strategic evasion attacks, and two-user non-strategic attacks are more challenging to the detector than single-user non-strategic attacks. In addition, RF always outperforms other algorithms in our evaluations.

5.1.2 Strategic Attack. Since many publications discuss machine learning based detectors, such as [3, 6, 27], and the publicly available information in the underground forum is limited, it is possible for adversaries to guess the potential features used in the detector. Therefore, to hide themselves in the crowd, adversaries are motivated to assign specific values to a minimum number of features. In this section, we assume adversaries already know the changeable features and the value scope of each feature. In this situation, we still consider the aforementioned two kinds of attacks: (1) single-user attack and (2) two-user attack.

Single-user Strategic Attack. In this attack, an adversary does not consider a specific private contact user, so this adversary only modifies changeable features in his/her profile and activity. To evaluate the robustness of the detector, an adversary only assigns a specific value to one feature at a time. We also adopt the same approach to adjust interaction feature values (Equation 1).

Figure 8 shows the detector performance when a user performs a single-user strategic attack in terms of different algorithms. The x-axis shows within a reasonable value range of a feature, the value that will be assigned to the feature. The y-axis indicates the accuracy of successfully detected private interactions. As shown in Figure 8, the detector with RF has the most robustness (the lowest accuracy is 83.3%) to the single-user strategic attack and the MLP is the least robust one with only 32.2% accuracy. Additionally, Friends, Topics, and Leecher impact the detector more significantly than other features. Compared with the single-user non-strategic attack, this attack can increase the adversaries chance to evade detection.

Two-user Strategic Attack. In this attack, adversaries assign a specific value to one type of their changeable features at a time.

Figure 6: Detector performance on the single-user non-strategic attack

modifies his/her changeable profile and activity features to random values. To evaluate the robustness of the detector to this attack, we randomize the value of each changeable feature within a reasonable scope, which are determined by sampling from a subset of users.

It is worth pointing out that changing an adversary’s activity feature values can influence his/her interaction feature values with other users. For example, the number of common topics between two users is impacted if one of the users changes his/her Topics value. Because the user can delete posts from topics and make new posts in new topics, or just delete or make new posts, it is difficult to know how the change impacts the number of common topics between the users. Therefore, we use Equation 1 to adjust the interaction feature values in each of the instances.

\[
\text{InteractionVal'} = \frac{\text{ChangeableVal'}}{\text{ChangeableVal}} \times \text{InteractionVal}
\] (1)

In this example, InteractionVal' is the adjusted number of CommonTopics. ChangeableVal' is the randomly generated number of Topics. InteractionVal is the original number of CommonTopics, and ChangeableVal is the original number of Topics. To have fair results, we perform the evaluation 1,000 times, and the average results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the performance of private interaction detection when an adversary modifies his/her changeable information without a strategy by observing differing percentages of other users. As shown in Figure 6, our detector is robust to this kind of attack and RF outperforms other algorithms. We notice that the successful evasion rate decreases when considering a larger percentage of users.
For example, both users modify their Topics features, while keeping other feature values unchanged. As explained previously, interaction features and their corresponding activity features have a relationship that constrains the value scope.

Figure 9 shows the detector performance when two adversaries perform a strategic attack in terms of different algorithms. The x-axis shows within a reasonable value range of a feature, the value that will be assigned to the feature. The y-axis indicates the accuracy of successfully detected private interactions. As shown in Figure 9, RF is the most robust algorithm in the detector, and its lowest accuracy is 91.2%. In contrast, MLP has the worst performance that is 3.9% accuracy. Also, to our surprise, interaction features do not impact the detection performance significantly, as the lowest accuracy are obtained when modifying Friends, Topic, and Leecher in Adaboost and MLP based detectors, as shown in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b). Although Interactions is more influential than other features in Figure 9(c), the detector still has more than 90% accuracy. Comparing this attack with the single-user strategic attack, although the two-user strategic attack has the lowest accuracy in MLP, frequently the single user strategic attack is more challenging to our detector.

In summary: strategic attacks have a higher chance to evade detection than non-strategic attacks. Additionally, single-user attacks are more challenging than two-user attacks in the strategic attacks. Also, interaction features are less influential than profile and activity features.

5.1.3 Counter Evasion Attack. To counter the evasion attack, we evaluate our detector robustness with only using unchangeable features. The new evaluation indicates that the detector still has considerable performance, shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Detection Performance with Unchangeable Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 depicts the ROC curves of detecting private interactions by using unchangeable features. In general, using unchangeable features has worse performance than using all features by comparing this ROC curves with Figure 3 and Figure 5. In particular, all algorithms can have more than 0.90 TPR with 0.18 FPR. Also, RF outperforms another two algorithms.

5.2 Poisoning Attack

To make underground forums operate properly, attract more users, and protect their users’ privacies, administrators of such underground forums need to take actions to help prevent their users’
private interactions from being detected. As administrators have fully control of the underground forums, they can generate fake avatars and manipulate their activities to make false private interaction samples to pollute the data.

By considering the approach to create fake avatars, there are two types of poisoning attacks: (1) the random poisoning attack, where all individual feature values of the fake avatars are generated randomly within a reasonable scope based on all users’ information, and interaction feature values of fake avatars are generated based on their individual features. (2) The normal-user-based poisoning attack, where administrators find out all normal users, who never have private interactions from the database, and create fake avatars by using normal users’ information: while constructing the false samples, the interaction feature values are randomly generated that are within reasonable scope based on two randomly selected fake avatars.

Note that we do not construct false samples between fake avatars and real users while considering practical situations. Letting a fake avatar privately contact a real user will provide a bad experience to the user because it means that the user has strange private messages with unknown people. This could lead the user to feel that his/her account is stolen.

To evaluate the robustness of the detector to this attack, we first split the clean dataset into training and testing datasets. Secondly, we generate different numbers of false private interaction samples and then mix them with real training dataset. Finally, we build our detector based on the polluted training dataset and apply the testing dataset to evaluate the detector performance.

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the detector performance when administrators perform two types of poisoning attacks by injecting different numbers of false private interaction samples. The x-axis shows the ratio of false samples to the real private interactions, and the y-axis indicates the accuracy of successfully detected private interactions in the testing dataset.

As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, the detector is robust to both types of poisoning attacks, and the performances are very similar. In general, MLP outperforms other algorithms in the poisoning attack with the lowest 0.91 accuracy in random poisoning attack and 0.89 accuracy in normal-user-based poisoning attack. Additionally, injecting more false private interaction samples will decrease the detector performance, but the influence is limited. In the meantime, by comparing the detection performance in the different poisoning attacks, the normal-user-based poisoning attack is more challenging to the detector.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we explore the limitations of the data analysis and private interaction detection approaches, and we present the direction of our future work.
In this paper, we use Nulled.io as the subject in our study. Although Nulled.io is one of the most popular underground forums and can be representative for the security research for private interactions, a single forum may be insufficient for data analysis and private interaction detection. We will look for and investigate more data for future work.

For data analysis, we group messages into different categories in terms of contents and purposes. The categories are generated manually based on 1000 samples of public and private message in respective. Due to the limit of samples, the categories may not be complete. In the future, we will look into approaches towards complete categories for both content and purposes. Moreover, we label messages by applying SVM with supervised classification. However, the SVM model may be imprecise in labeling messages. Data labeling is known to be open in data analysis research. We leave more accurate labeling as future work.

For private interaction detection, we test the robustness of the detection model against adversarial machine learning attacks such as data evasion and data poisoning attacks. For both types of the attack, we consider hard-coded strategies for data generation. One future direction is to test our detection model on more sophisticated adversarial machine learning techniques [5, 12, 48]. Also, we will explore more robust machine learning models for private interaction detection, such as to apply the machine unlearning technique [9] to the current model.

7 RELATED WORK
Analysis and measurement of underground forums and marketplaces. Research efforts have been invested in understanding the organizational structure and social activities of underground forums and marketplaces [2, 35, 46]. Motoyama et al. studied six underground forums for understanding what the products and services were exchanged [35]. Also, researchers tried to identify anonymous authors of texts in underground forums by analyzing their writing styles [2]. Zhao et al. analyzed social dynamics relevant to net-centric attacks to discover adversarial evidence [46]. Additionally, Hao et al. analyzed the reshipping service from underground forums to show how cybercriminals monetize stolen credit cards and the relationships between different actors who are involved in this scam activities [20]. Also, Thomas et al. investigated web services that create and trade fraudulent accounts by cybercriminals in underground markets [44]. Even though Radianti et al. pointed out that users in underground forums and marketplaces prefer to discuss details in private communication channels [39], private messages in the underground society have been largely overlooked.

Messaging in online social networks. People like to post diverse types of message to share their status, moods, opinions, etc., in online social networks. The motivations and purposes of messaging in online social networks have been studied [25, 29, 34]. In the meantime, researchers also investigate how the personality and motivations related to the communications in online social networks [40, 42]. Also, many works are conducted to analyze the text contents from different aspects, such as extracting and categorizing topics [28, 34, 36], analyzing the text to discover the social structure [15, 32] and showing users’ sentiments [22, 24, 30, 38]. However, in underground forums, the messages are full of leetspeak, cyber jargons, and users’ motivations are different from using public online social networks. In the meantime, users prefer to show their actual purposes in private messages instead of public posts.

Link prediction in online social networks. Link prediction, which has been widely used to suggest friends in online social networks [4, 11, 14, 27, 41, 45], inspires us to design our private interaction detection algorithms because the private interaction is a kind of hidden link between users in the underground forum. Even though they share similarities, link prediction in public social networks and private interaction detection in underground forums are fundamentally different: 1) most link prediction approaches are based on network topology analysis [16]. They assume if two users have shared friends it is highly possible they have or should have a direct connection. However, in underground forums, users do their best to hide their real identities. Hence, the connection between users in the underground forum is not based on the real-world identities, but the anonymous public interactions and 2) in public social networks, users usually use their real identities and profile information [18]. Nevertheless, the self-provided information in an underground forum may not be trustworthy and cannot be used for the detection [23].

8 CONCLUSION
Analyzing underground forums and marketplaces is of great importance to understand and combat cybercrime and illegal activities. Even though research efforts have been invested in understanding the organizational structure and social activities of underground forums, private messages have been overlooked. In this paper, we analyze an underground forum Nulled.io to understand what users discuss in private messages, why users are contacted privately, etc. In addition, we designed machine learning models that take the characteristics of underground forums into account to detect private interactions between users. The results showed that our models are effective in detecting private interactions and can withstand attacks.
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